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Editor’s Note
Welcome to the fifth edition of Manuscription!

We started Manuscription specifically for creative people who are 18 and under. It is
an opportunity for young people to have get their voices heard and get experience in
publication, as well as get excellent feedback and mentoring from older, more
experienced practitioners. We wanted to help young creatives produce their best
work and take something away from this process that they can apply to other
projects in the future.

In Manuscription, the end result is not as important as the process. We want to know
that our contributors (and, in some cases, our mentors) learned something from this
experience.

There were a lot of disruptions to our lives in the last year. Some people are slowly
working to re-integrate themselves into ‘normal’ life, while others are still recovering.
Our thoughts are with those who have been and continue to be affected by the
pandemic.

We are delighted with the range and quality of submissions that we attracted for our
third issue. Our contributors beautifully explore a range of complex issues with
exciting clarity and attention to form. Our mentors, meanwhile, were able to coach
the contributors towards improving their craft and highlighting what it is about them
that makes them unique storytellers. We at Manuscription Magazine are sure that
we’re going to see great things from the young people who contributed to this issue.

We’re excited to bring you this fifth edition of Manuscription Magazine! Keep your
eyes out for the sixth edition in December, 2021.

- The Editorial Board

Facebook: ManuscriptionMag

Twitter: @_Manuscription

Email: manuscriptionmagazine@gmail.com

Website: https://manuscriptionmag.wordpress.com/
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We’d like to thank Isabelle Walsh, the winner of our Design Our Cover competition!
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Abigail Gower
Bio: Abigail Gower is a seventeen year old writer in the United States. Her favourite
aspect of writing is finding inspiration from other writers and artists. 

Driveway Sale

The worst part of dad leaving wasn’t necessarily

The fact that he was leaving even though,

Yes,

It does hurt,

The worst part was watching your childhood

being sold for a couple of bucks.

There wasn’t room for it to be kept,

No room in the apartment,

Or in the car dad drove away,

There was nothing to remember you.

When dad handed you the box,

You didn’t think there’d be enough room.

Sell the rest, he told you,

It rings through you ears,

Burrowing itself into your eardrum,

Sell the rest,

Repeated in your head

As you carefully chose

What was important to remember and
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What wasn’t.

It surprised you how

Everything else fit into a couple of crates,

An entire twelve years of collecting toys,

And the memories, the stories you made,

They would never be re-imagined.

Everything was spread out into your driveway.

Your medals, stuffed animals,

The blackberry that’s been dead for years, but you pretended it

Still worked because it might have with a charger.

Your friend from across the street came over

And bought some of your stuff,

She said it’d be with her when you really wanted it,

She also had memories in these objects,

Every day for eight years you’ve created these stories together.

But you called her recently and she said,

She sold it.

That didn’t surprise you.

You didn’t want it back.

You just wanted to see if it still smelled like your house,

If it still had the etchings, you made into dolls

Like Andy did in Toy Story,

If it really was worth dad selling,
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Even if it only amounted to 20 dollars,

What did he even spend it on?

You wanted to see if it could still remind you of those years you miss. Because

Yes,

You had a good childhood, you’re just

Slowly forgetting.

child of god

He’d cup my face in His large

scratchy palm,

god isn’t real.

i listen and take in His words like they’re

oxygen.

my grandmother tells

me that i am still a child of god,

no matter what He tells me,

she’d rather me believe in the real thing.

but,

i am a child of god. He

is my father, my breath of air

He plays with my life like monopoly,

so how was i not supposed to confuse Him with

god?

the reflection of a cross necklace on a stranger’s chest,

sends Him into a rage of disgust.

like a cult. they follow him blindly,
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i taught you better.

i’d never make eye contact with the stranger,

He taught me better.

then i couldn’t hear Him anymore,

i gasp for any remaining breaths,

they’re few and far apart.

my hope and promise was fading,

He was gone,

and for once, unlike god,

he wasn’t planning a return.

i’m left with my mom.

she’s all i have,

the closest to Him.

i am stupid

for thinking He’d come back, but then

she’ll tell me stories of Him i’ve never heard before and

it makes it feel like He’s cupping

my face again,

i’m drawn back in.

my mother wanted to create that difference between dad

and god,

dress me in white, dip my head in the water,

but he taught her better.

maybe i’m closer to Him than she is,
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i share his genetics, she shares their past love,

i’m never really sure, but i do know,

that He left my face shaped to His hand,

barely breathing.
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Amelia Reed
Bio: My name is Amelia Reed, and I am a fifteen-year old writer living in the United
States. I was first drawn to poetry writing through the lens of song lyrics, as I myself
am a musician, but my interest in the subject expanded from there. Currently, I
attend an art school in California and spend most of my time writing poetry and
playing in my band. 

Checkout

I saw a couple in the supermarket today. They were in love.

I wonder if they met there, touched hands over the tangerines, fell in love where the

pears lean against the wall and turn soft

Or maybe one of them smashed a jar of peaches on the linoleum and the other filled

the first’s mouth with I’ll help, it’s okay, I’ll get the glass,

Or maybe the glass skated across the floor and the other one leapt away like a goat

on a rockslide, hey watch it, you could hurt somebody,

(I want that somebody to be me)

Maybe they bit at each other across the last box of rigatoni, eight, nine, eleven

fingers calcifying denting the little plastic window, maybe they turned each other red

and blue and left fingernail grooves in the aisle

Or one paid for the other’s eggs, milk,

No, it’s no trouble, there’s no need to be sorry,
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Or maybe the first worked there, the night shift, and the other came in with a

shotgun, put it in the bag, missus, and nobody gets hurt,

And maybe the one behind the counter laughed because she’d heard that line before

on her favourite television flick, put it in the bag, missus, put the money in the bag,

don’t make this harder than it has to be.

Maybe I was the robber and you were the girl behind the counter, maybe the gun

was a family heirloom. Maybe I tasted the gun, kissed it like my wife in a soap opera,

all hands and teeth, but it didn’t kiss me back and it tasted brassy

Or maybe I left the gun, you wrapped it up as you clocked out, left the door open and

when you tucked into bed you put the gun with the others, the other guns left by

other robbers,

And maybe it seemed a bit heavier than the rest, or rounder, or maybe it was a

blow-up clown toy, and it never hung right on your wall so you took it down.

Maybe I came back to the same supermarket the next day, a weekday, and you

weren’t mad at me, you weren’t. And the gun corrodes a streak across both of our

thighs

Maybe I’m the boy you passed on the way to work whose face is warmed with

footsteps, maybe

Maybe you’re the boy and I am the shoe print on your cheek
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I saw a couple in the supermarket today. They were in love, and I know because

they told us, you and I, and I know because we told them back, but it wasn’t true,

was it?

They were telling the truth, but we weren’t. Or maybe it was the other way around

But anyway, here we are in the canned peaches aisle. Get that jar, no, that one,

there, put it in the basket.

We should get pasta for dinner.
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Ariana Duckett
Bio: Ariana Duckett is a 17-year-old living in California in the United States who
aspires to publish a book soon after college. She is the Editor-in-Chief of two
magazines, The Wildcat Review and PAWS: Providing Awareness for Wildcat
Students. She has been published in Lunch Ticket, Inlandia: A Literary Journey,
Rainbow Poems, and was a finalist for the Wicked Young Writers' Poetry Prize.
When not writing, she is watching movies like a movie critic or listening to true horror
podcasts, as both help her be a better storyteller. 

Where Sunflowers Find the Sun

Bright, speeding lights filled Sage’s childhood. Even now, years later, the

afterglow of it remained in her face.

Sage walked on a line between two worlds, sometimes tipping towards the

time when her mother stashed her in the car and drove to nowhere, and sometimes

tipping towards her mother’s grave which she laid sunflowers on from time to time.

In the five years that Sage was marked ‘missing’ in newspapers and bulletin

boards, she had not once seen herself in a mirror because her mother had not

believed in mirrors. Even now, in the young morning sunlight, her reflection surprised

her.

She covered her walls with tapestries, fairy lights and small posters with thick

wooden frames. Her stepmother had proudly built her a honeycomb set of shelves

which she stored her books in, and now Sage owned more mirrors than she could

count. She wore the nice clothes that her engineer parents bought her, and painted

her walls with soft colours that smiled at her while she slept. She listened to the

dreamcatchers and the yoga instructors and the backs of the boxes of tea. She
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listened to her boyfriend’s deep voice, her best friend’s loud one, but still struggled to

spot herself in the midst of it all.

Or maybe that was the problem - that she stood on a hill overlooking

everything, where perspectives grew unreliable and distances to the things she

cared about lengthened. Where sunflowers find the sun, and not much else.

She found her stepmother already downstairs. She did not love her

stepmother, but she certainly respected the woman. Tall, Chicana, trailblazing but

reserved, she spotted the woman’s presence at the small round dining table after

padding halfway down the staircase.

“Que linda. I love that sweater you’re wearing.” Verónica received her with

small but strong hands.

“Thanks.” They kissed cheeks.

“Your father, crazy man, went on a bike ride with a suit in his backpack. I’m

meeting him at the office. Would you like me to drive you to school?”

“Sure. Thanks.”

Sage’s father’s path of destruction unfolded before her eyes as she entered

the kitchen droopy-eyed: the sea of breadcrumbs and ground coffee, burgundy

blemishes from wine glasses drunk too liberally from the previous night, reading

glasses on several tables. Sage cleaned everything off as best she could before

making herself toast.

There was a knock on the door, and it clicked in Sage’s mind that her

boyfriend was going to pick her up that day. She walked to the door in silence.
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She opened it a crack, facing an unsmiling boy named Parker. “Verónica

already offered to drop me off at school.”

“Tell her I’m here, or I’ll do it myself.”

Her voice feeling thick, Sage summoned an explanation to quash Verónica’s

offer, her boyfriend silently slumped against her door.

“Wait! I can give you a ride in just a second.” Somehow, in ten seconds,

Verónica had finished, jacket in one hand, Sage’s backpack in the other. Sage tried

to protest as Verónica handed Sage’s backpack in a way that blocked Sage’s exit out

of the house. Then, with the click of her heel, Verónica stomped on Parker’s foot on

her way out.

Parker grimaced and scowled. In an act of vengeance, he ignored the

cobblestone pathway leading up to the house and branded the pristine lawn with his

large footprints.

Sage felt heat on her face as though she had been slapped. She tucked her

hair behind her ears, trying to create an easier passageway for wind to cool her

cheeks. “Where’s your car?” She asked, eyes lowered.

“I took my dad’s. It’s better than mine.”

“So…?”

“If you let me finish, then I would tell you it’s that silver one across the street.”

“The one with two knocked over trash cans in front?”

“The shiniest one, yes.”
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She walked towards the car with haste. Crushed soda cans littered the

speckled grey rug. The same sweatshirt sat in the back seat since he had asked her

out and she had quickly accepted.

As she nearly threw open the car door, a hand held her left hip, immobilizing

her. “Nice outfit,” he said in her ear.

“Thanks.” She rolled down her window as soon as she could, and would even

if ice coated the windows and rain poured down on her head.

As they cruised to a stop light, Parker leaned over and held her knee. She

went still, as though pretending to sleep. “I promise you, Sage, I’m going to take you

out of your house one night-”

She gasped. “What?”

He rolled his eyes. “What’s wrong with you? Don’t you know how to hold a

conversation? I was going to say… you know what, forget it. You don’t deserve to

hear it. You would’ve liked it, too.”

They continued in silence, Sage with her legs tightly crossed towards her

door. She left before he parked his car, the sole of her shoe skinned by the rushing

pavement underneath. “Are you crazy?” he snapped.

“I don’t want to be late.”

“If your maid hadn’t kept you waiting-”

“Her name is Verónica, and she is a chemical engineer. Goodbye.”

“Sorry.”
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Before leaving, Sage murmured quietly, consoling herself, “That’s the third

time you’ve called her my maid. And maids usually don’t have two PhDs.”

“Don’t forget to meet me at the playground after school. And you’re holding up

traffic.”

Though her heart and soul willed her to slam the door, she refrained since

Parker got angry when doors were slammed. Then she walked towards the school,

where trees clustered in cliques on the school’s front lawn.

Sunlight heated Sage’s back as she walked up the front stairs and engaged in

her classes with all the energy she could. She morphed into the cream-colored

wallpaper like a decorative flower, her eyes like binoculars as she drank in all of the

events of her classes - when they had quiet time to work alone, when groups

whispered to one another about the teacher, when the teacher wrote on the board

and left a smudge of mistaken ink beneath a new, curlicue surface. She ate, she

spoke, she laughed, she waved. She ducked, she repeated, she shook her head,

she sighed.

She recognized girls she admired and girls she hated, daydreaming

compliments in her head that maybe one day she would be bold enough to start

conversations with. She observed the elementary school across the street, its

playground a hang-out spot for Sage and her friends.

Her outfit was complimented again by a random passer-by that Sage could

not bring herself to engage in conversation. Another day, Sage thought, and I’ll make

a garden out of a seed.
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Liberated once classes ended, she loved inhaling fresh air so hard the back of

her sinus passages tickled and her lungs billowed like overflowing balloons.

The grass grew in wavy heaps behind the school, where no workers were

ever told to keep it presentable. Sage listened to its singsong shuffle as her feet

drew artwork on its verdant canvas. She knew she needed to go to the playground,

where she and Parker always met, yet she had become under the influence of

herself as she answered the call of the quiet woodlands past the grassy fields.

If she walked far enough into the location of her memories - which she

deemed lay in this area - she may find a small house, so tattered it would only be

classifiable as a shed. In that house would be a girl and her mother. The girl would

by laying on her stomach, wearing yet another dress her mother had bought her,

only this one was unzipped in the back with a large tattoo, ringed with red, in its

place. Tears would be encrusted on the girl’s cheeks, though none took their place.

The girl’s mother would listen to loud music while she worked, so the shed was filled

with nauseatingly loud guitars, mumbling, and a misinterpretation of love.

Five years of herbal rituals and praying with stoned strangers later, the girl

and her mother would be driving to another shed, and their car would be spotted by

the girl’s father, considered their enemy.

The girl would catch a glimpse of the man’s watery, pale gaze before her own

car travelled at the speed of light towards a tree. Then the girl would lose a mother

and gain a father, but her tattoo would always stay on her back. And years later, her

back would always feel itchy, only the itch was agony and her fingernails seemed to

tear deeper into the eternal wound, but never cast it away. But then, she would
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wonder if this wound had saved her life. After all, the sun would never die. And

neither would the sun’s apprentice, the sunflower.

Snapping out of her trance, Sage berated herself for seeking such gloom. She

could not remember the music of the grass anymore, only her shame for ruining its

sedate hum. She found the edge of her nightmares like finding the equator, a line

woven in gold in her head but purely invisible in real life, like all daydreams, and she

knew she had to turn around. She ended her hypnosis, and a hangover began.

The hangover made Sage’s gaze dance on the sidewalk. Her throat hurt too

much to speak, so she pretended to tie her shoelace while the pain passed. And

then there was the centre of her back, where the astrolabe of love and hate lay.

She joined the main road again, which ran straight down the side of the

school until it reached an intersection. She crossed its sidewalk with her head

lowered, still hoping that the girl could have been found before the second half of the

tattoo was complete.

“Take a detour?” Parker sneered. Only then did Sage raise her gaze, as the

glint of the sunlight off the bleached cement hurt her eyes.

“Yeah.”

“Needed to clear your head?”

“I guess.”

“Why don’t you know?”

Sage knew she could not avoid his gaze forever. She withered at the sight of

Parker. “I decided I just wanted a walk today,” he told her.
18



Sage frowned; it wasn’t her place to refuse his wishes. “Okay.”

Parker grinned - she wished she could take refuge in his smile, like all girls

could with their boyfriends - from where he had sat on the back of a bench; his teeth

shone grey behind his fish lips, reminding Sage of when he pressed them against

her lips. She thought about that kiss late at night. “You smell like sunflowers.”

“You don’t know what sunflowers smell like.”

“Must be your deodorant.”

“You still don’t know what sunflowers smell like.”

“Maybe your mom told me what they smell like.”

“Parker, if you continue this, we’re going to have a problem,” Sage mumbled

stonily.

“What did you say?”

“Nothing.”

He stood up and prowled closer. Sage didn’t only wish she had never spoken,

but that she had never been born. “Oh, I’ve got it now. Does ‘we’ include that maid of

yours? Or your mom? I must’ve asked out all three of you.” Sage said nothing. “Did

you find the shack, at least?” He clicked his tongue, disappointed. “Shame.”

“Let’s talk about something else.” Sage murmured.

“How about the weather! I’m sure it’s much different in the woods. Have you

considered the shack being underground?” He rapped on her shoulder as though

knocking on a door. “Is there anything you can say? Can you speak at all?”
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“How were your classes?” Sage croaked, forcing a smile upon her weary face.

“Good, Sage. Thank you for your input, Sage. Now let’s walk.” Sage allowed

waves of hair to fall in her face, concealing her quivering lip.

She did not remember what time she returned home, only that Verónica

greeted her with a hug that was so large it shut off the shed, and Parker, and the

tattoo on Sage’s back.

When she saw Parker again, Sage could only see his feet while he leaned

against his car as though he had built it himself.

She once heard that you could tell if someone didn’t want to be in a

conversation by the position of their feet. If the person’s feet pointed outwards, they

may have felt impatient or uninterested. Despite not having started a conversation,

Parker’s feet were pointed outwards. It brought fear into her heart, and her gaze

lowered even more.

“You’re late again. Do you realize how selfish that is?” He barked.

“What?”

“You are always late. It is selfish.” He spoke slowly, as though she were a

young child.

“Sorry. I didn’t get up immediately.”

“Was it that maid again?”

“How many times do I have to tell you, she is not a maid!”

Suddenly, Parker’s hand darted out and grasped her jaw. She shrieked.
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“If you’re going to argue with me, at least look at me. LOOK AT ME!”

At first he was tilting her chin upwards, but now his bony fingers rattled her

entire head.

The disorientation, blurred through Sage’s tears, reminded her of when the

car spun over and over when her mother wrecked it. She wondered if he would

shake her head until her neck broke.

There was a yell behind her. A hand yanked her backwards, and she almost

stumbled.

“I’ve got the police on the phone. You do not touch my daughter.” Verónica

trembled in rage, prodding a fiery finger at Parker’s direction. She said over her

shoulder, “get in the house, mija.”

“But I have school.” Sage croaked.

“In the house. Now.” Verónica commanded.

Sage slid the curtains shut once inside. Listening to the noises outside -

bursts of rage, motherly love, regret and much more - she found elementary

thoughts popping into her mind like gravestones.

First, almost every adult who heard her tragic story always complimented how

she swiftly caught up with her peers despite five years without schooling. She

thought of all the courtrooms she went to, and how only the janitors smiled at her.

Not even her father.

She thought of the bursts of colour that lit up her vision as her tattoo was

applied. She thought of all the stoned strangers they would meet, the music they
21



played and listened to, and she remembered one sombre woman explaining how

she wanted to communicate with the infant she miscarried. She remembered liking

that woman more than her own mother, who had clenched her sweaty hand tight and

offered her a strange concoction after the group tried communicating with the

woman’s miscarried child. Everyone had been drinking that concoction, as the ritual

had failed.

The sunflower tattoo had, once again, protected her. Verónica had still been in

the house, Verónica had still been watching as Sage left, Verónica had still been

waiting because she knew more about this boy than Sage ever would.

The only thing Sage’s mother taught her in those five years of solitude, loud

music and overgrown grass was that sunflowers represented longevity, and life, as

sunlight poured into the sunflowers’ veins and gave them eternal life.

And so Sage was cursed to watch Verónica demand that Parker be arrested.

She watched as Parker’s eyes, crinkled with amusement, lingered on hers. How he

slumped against his car like he built it himself as he explained to the police that Sage

had been acting very unreasonably lately, and that he was trying to get her to open

up because he had been concerned about her mental health for a long, long time.

Sage backed away from the windows as the police approached. She

reiterated every last detail, not a single second amiss from her hardened memory.

A few days passed. Her father sympathized with her whenever he was home.

Verónica missed hours of work to call the police, call Parker’s parents, and make her

voice heard.
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Finally, after a week had passed and the chief of the police force and the

school principal said there was nothing that could be done, Verónica collapsed in the

driver’s seat of the car with Sage sulking in the back.

“I can’t believe these people. These men! Have you ever seen a woman in

any of these meetings we’ve attended? No!” Verónica scowled, rubbed her aching

eyes. “Sage, sweetheart, we’re going to get this done.”

“Verónica,” Sage mumbled, shaking her head. “I’ve lost count of how many

people I’ve talked to. They’re not going to punish him. Not until Judgement Day.

Assuming God believes in domestic violence more than those police officers.”

Verónica blinked at her slowly. “I don’t like that word on your lips. And it’ll

never leave.”

“No, it won’t,” Sage softly agreed. “Dad won’t know what we’ve been through,

Parker will keep getting angry at girls who don’t give him what he wants, and I’ll keep

on living.”

“You’re thinking about your sunflower tattoo. I just know it.” Verónica’s lips

quirked in a half smile. “Think it saved you?”

“No. You did.”

Verónica sighed softly. Sage thought Verónica might just cry, but she did not.

“We’ll learn how to avoid him.” Sage said hopefully. She felt incredibly tired, as

though her week’s failed work crouched on her shoulders, trying to push her down

until she laid down.
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“Yes, we will.” Verónica enclosed Sage in a hug that warded off all the evil

things around her, as well as educated her on a topic she had been so ignorant

about for so long - that she truly had a mother: protection, immortality, and the fine

print of those two manipulable things that everyone wants to feel to feel human.

Things a tattoo of a rumour of a myth simply did not capture. Sage knew that too

now.

The hug must have lasted minutes, Sage counted, and by the end her mouth

hurt from smiling and she and Verónica were laughing, very hard, after diffusing a

bomb neither of them knew existed.

Verónica put on her favorited Selena Quintanilla album, the one with the song

mourning for flowers to grow again, and they talked, as two young women and as

two best friends and as a teacher and a student, and you couldn’t tell which was

teacher and which was student.

Everything ended once Sage’s father came home, and there was the usual

afterglow of an abundance of lost things imprinted on Sage’s face. Sweet roasted

chicken heated her face, and she had to massage her aching cheeks between

explanations of everything about her day, and her life, smiling even when the details

of her and Verónica’s battle to expel Parker from their world had failed yet again

were neatly glossed over.

Later, Sage collapsed in bed with laughter from some previous joke still

crinkled at the corners of her eyes. And for the first time in hours, she thought about

Parker.
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Maybe amongst the discomfort and displeasure she had unknowingly felt

around him, there were good memories. Maybe his strange jokes made her laugh,

and maybe there was some advance he made that did not make her wither inside.

But her brain, and maybe all brains, spent more time condemning evil than

celebrating good. So Sage would do the same, and she would hate Parker until he

existed as no more than a figment of her imagination that she liked to toy with from

time to time.
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Arun Verma
Bio: Arun Verma, 17, is a student. Besides having a profound interest in reading
books, he loves writing poetry. His poems have appeared online on Indian
Periodical,  Spill Words and The Criterion Journal. He lives in Lucknow, India. 

When the lamp has travelled across the sky

When the lamp has travelled across the sky
In some short strides, silently, to breathe

Down the vast, narrow edges and to wreath
A far away land that’s drawing nigh

To day unseen by these glistening eyes,
Which were once in wonder wide open:

Such valour and glory that did make men
Attend to sweat out of their hives

In a distant place; and when after struggle, bargain,
Sell, and purchase, they run again home to meet
Their sons and daughters who merrily them greet

And their kisses and wishes upon them rain.
And they who to labour did wake

Have sowed the sweet-seeds, or reaped
And in stocks at homes have it heaped.

He, who by this very light did make
A hut by these woods and brooks, stands
Upon the protruding roof to have a look
At the receding lamp. While some cook

From the yields of day by these very hands-
That are rough with lines sketched like

Thunder and lightning against thick clouds
And like rains fall off these living shrouds

That did wrap a soul but now dislike;
No less disown like the lamp of light

And when this lamp does flicker at its last
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It shines more bright and then goes past
The bloom and tide that wail in their plight
Who does ever hear them? None can say:
For this abundant absence is wholly lone

And for all surrounding is known
Of the gloom that would surely lay

Far and wide its yawning tide.
Then the lamp would bow down;

The sea and the sky would it crown;
Behind them would it crouch and hide,

Till the hour it sees a faint crimson glow:
That owns all similar curves.

As hours ripe, like flocks of white furred doves
It hangs against the darkling sky, though

That’s glittered full round the brim of shores
With countless blinking tiny eyes

That fill in, consoling the heavy sighs,
Now that it's gone to others' doors.

But lo! the sea still shines bright
Still present are mammoths making momentary fountains

On high backs, now their skin collects rains
That mirrors more miraculous a sight.
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Katherine Beck
Bio: Katherine Beck is a 16 year old poet from the US. She loves the creative outlet
that writing provides her with, and the self-expression that comes with it. 

for all the souls that can’t be saved

i am forced to grapple with the fact that i cannot save the world

i can barely save myself

i will not be the hero elementary school me thought i would be

i will not lead the masses to a safer heavenly shore

i gave up on finding heaven when heaven gave up on me

and i long for the catholic community my grandparents have somehow found

but i can’t help but see my church as a line of ducks in a row

ready to follow the pope wherever he goes

ready to give us up to the hunters, ready to be the hunters

because love isn’t the way of jesus after all

it’s following arcane rules and growing up hating yourself because you can’t swim

like the rest do

hating the fact that i hit my knee every night and begged to find the light

and still the world looked dark
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i lit the candles on the altar before every mass but could not light the candle of faith

the preacher swears is within me

drowning under holy water believing i’d burn for my sins

every question left unanswered

i was abandoned at the place where all are welcome

left to believe that the lord would create me this way

set me up for a lifetime of hate at the hands of his people

left to believe that he would use his divine power to make the choice for me

so much for free will, i was forced to be a sinner

apparently

and eventually you just can’t take it anymore

i do not carry my crosses in silence, and so i dropped the one that burdened me

yet they still hang on my walls, gifts from my christening

i cannot give up craving a connection with catholicism

the same way i will not give up loving her

somehow i cannot give up on jesus, even if he did give up on me

i go through phases where i read the bible

imagining this elaborate metaphor will somehow help me see things clearly
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but my eyes have turned away from the light for too long

the wine has run out, the bread no longer fills me

i must have bled out whatever was within me

leaving the scars of my penance as i begged him to forgive me

and i heard them say that i am deserving of love and respect

and i have hope that the tide is turning, that the church is a place i can belong

then they turn around a year later and crucify us again

so i have to come to terms with the fact that if dancing with her means i’m dancing

with the devil, i might as well end up hell

maybe she lit the match that’ll leave me burning

but i was born covered in kerosene
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Keira Schaefer
Bio: Keira Schaefer is a thirteen year old poet from the USA. She loves expressing
herself and becoming another character in her writing. Her work has appeared in the
Atherton Review, Second Chance Lit and many more. 

Colours of Music

Different shades, tints and hues

Representing various cues

Blue, the sad minor key

Like an old dying tree

Yellow, like the bright warm sun

Bringing joy to everyone

Red, the colour of rage

Writes a story on each page

Green, like the nature all around

The music of rain hitting the ground

Purple, passion in the air

Standing for equality and being fair

Pink, the colour of love

Songs about a flying dove

Music in so many colours

To explore and share with others
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Libby Oren
Bio: Libby Oren (she/her) is an 18 year old Los Angeles based poet studying
Psychology at UC Santa Cruz. She graduated from Venice High School, where she
was the co-captain of the poetry team. She uses writing as a way to work through
her emotions, and appreciates the release that language provides. She loves plants.

Summer

Last summer, I buried a dog’s body in an abandoned garden that smelled like trash

Under his favourite tree, we hid the creature through ceremony,

Gathered in a socially distant circle to solemnly pay ode to the life left behind

Last summer, a baby bird died, we buried her next to the dog’s body and left her
sister alive to fly, to carry on the memory of her invisible family

I wonder if she remembers

Last summer, I had my first kiss next to the corpses, an awkward sideways mangle
that was somehow magical, and for the first time,

I tasted life, savoured the silky sunshine and brown lawns,

We got boba, drank gummy bits through black straws and soaked in the silence of
romance

Last summer my life changed, I forever became the side character and trapped in
nature, learned that

No matter how hard I try I will always be scared of spiders and unable to clean out a
fridge

That will always smell of apple cider
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Life as a Tree

I am

Ever present and never ending

My roots wreak havoc on the impending sidewalk

I cause chaos, widen schisms, expose the

Rocky brown soil,

Stick up gnarled feet to trip up

Loud, fast moving,

Crawl inch by inch in wooden sleep towards the street

The cars now bounce as they jump over a speed bump of my bones

I continue to grow, keep going,

make the gray air I inhale crystal clear,

A repetition I have always encumbered, in the exhales of dead bodies,

These minuscule buzzing beings

Touch their clammy hands to my forgiving flesh

Then disappear, I sense their motion ever-growing, doom

Once the other trees would send signals through the air,

Then the breeze carried danger, one tree chopped down and then another

So fast, the signals stopped, blocked

by gray fuels and confusion

The clammy hands became knife marks signalling destruction

Orange paint on another’s bark, then on my own

I watch, wait, slowly peel up concrete

Greet day by day the buzzing girl who pauses to decorate my branches with
abandoned rocks and

Hugs me

Continue, expose the earth,
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My limbs trimmed again, surrounded by concrete cages,

But I keep others waiting to wrap around

Harvest the nutrients but not the life of soil

lift up crushed rocks,

I am strong

The orange spray scampers on last season’s pine needles

I thank the clouds, and the girl, accept non existence , store leftover life in soil, this
isn’t freedom, but I fall
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New Year’s Eve

Shining stone cracks

Illuminated by an invisible light, not flame

The flash of an electric spark, flashlight,

Alone in the dark

I check corners to see if they will let me sit

Let me soak into their comfortable concrete padding and become one with the rocks

Plants loom foreboding into uneven footwork when

Bright lights are turned off

And the single street lamp stands lonely, shows off a silver Prius

And an abandoned children’s garden

The plants are roots, no, nettles, the music

I’ve heard before wraps around me warmer than a jacket

And in front of me a lonely man through foggy night time window glows orange

Lights up two candles, on each side of the window, he’s Jewish I think

He moves quickly, doesn’t look out into the foggy night, goes back to the orange
glow and is absorbed

Seems almost ashamed - men don’t light candles

He hides

And I’m consumed by the dark, soaking into concrete, hugged by my music, loved by
the knurled roots of this plant, possible poison

And in the distance the sort of painting

Where you pile paint and pull it down

Blend orange, white, glows into overwhelming ocean

The blend of people living

I’ve turned my flashlight off

Become one with the night, where quarantine and alone isn’t real,

Where nothing is needed and the air is everything that comes free
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Fresh

Fire

And the lights in the distance are people, everyone all in their beautiful

mess
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What is Death?

Each morning we wake up

Peel our bottom eyelids from the top and

Let go of leftover eyelashes, are we still

The same person who had one more eyelash the night before?

One less night of sleep, less time to dream, get new thoughts, grow skin and seep
into the soft cushions of our bedroom

Who was angry as they fell asleep, hot tears weeping onto our pillowcases,

Are we still the same snake that

Shed its skin, spending hours peeling flesh piece by piece as they sloughed onto a
porch

Looping over itself

Or did that snake, did I, die last night, and then every morning become a mourning
for my death

And new tears drop onto the same pillowcases because I can never be the same as
the previous thought that I had

And will soon die, and never have any thoughts, or snake skin, or eyelashes,

I will never breathe again, one day,

I was sent a photo of me as a child, baby staring stern, ice blue eyes straight through
time, my father’s lips filtering through the dusty frame

He’s still alive, so how can I have his lips, that piece of him to keep with me while I’m
gone

But his consciousness doesn’t hide in my empty  cupid’s bow, or my eyes,

It sticks softly around his body and accepts that we all die

We all die, we’re constantly dying, and then, in a constant mourning.
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Garden Love

Love is reaching, is stretching out short arms

Is ironing hearts onto the pockets of pants and

repainting over bad murals on the mantelpiece

Is kissing, and accepting gnarled hair and squeaky nervous feelings

Love is purely romantic, at its essence, there is no logic behind

Throwing your brain into oblivion and living for emotion

There is no logic behind anything

Except sewing up the cuffs of pants that are too long and

Growing gardens, sowing fields of flowers that are soon to blossom,

Letting the green take over brown mounds of death and memories

Love is useless, is understanding, is misunderstanding and ignoring,

Is phone calls too short and texts too long, and no conversation at all,

and time
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Sameeksha Choudhary
Bio: My name is Sameeksha. I am 17 years old and live in India. One thing I love to
write about is the mix feelings and emotions one could experience in a particular
situation so that relating to it could provide some comfort and answers to our
queries. 

CONFUSIONS

I looked at the sea and river,

actually thought, “Which one's bigger?”

Compare them with size or quality,

depends on how you see it.

Surrounded by everything you like,

still feeling empty inside.

Finding a simple pretty smile,

in the world of outside.

Having these confusions aroused in my mind.

Exploring and identifying, “Who am I?”

Tied with do's and don'ts,

fearing what they will say.

Stopping yourself a million times.

Sticking NO to any idea of mind.

Does anyone listen to what their heart says?

The real faces lie behind the fakes.

Having these confusions aroused in my mind.

Exploring and identifying, “Who am I?”
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It is seeing a butterfly struggling,

to get out of a spider's web.

When you don't understand anything,

how you are feeling.

But pulling yourself with a

ray of hope to get out of it.

To shine freely as the stars in the sky.

Breaking these walls of confusions,

approaching what you want and really like.
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Sayyora Abdukhalimova
Bio: I'm Sayyora, a 14 year old Tajik American  from Uzbekistan. I have a passion
for art, writing, and history. Currently, I am working on finishing a short story. Enjoy
these words from my brain meat!

Ode to The Moon

Last night I stared up at her

Selene, with her gentle glow

I looked at her

and told her all my secrets

like I'd known her all my life.

And perhaps I had,

her quiet, serene presence

watching over me

from the very day I came to be.

I’d ask people about her

“Selene” they’d say

“One half, but never a true equal”

They’d bask

in the glory,

in the loud, bright, energetic

light of Helios.

And they’d say,

“But what is the moon in the presence of the sun?”

“Beautiful, but never golden.”

I say she is everything he is not.
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He is lively, loud

Yet she is calm, kind

She is gentle, peaceful

With him, I laugh

I dance and I run

But with her, I cry.

As she wipes the tears

that I do not see fall.

I tell stories

under the light she brings.

I whisper

about everything

that cannot be said

without the cover of her cloak.

I lay under her silver hue

as she slowly rocks me

to sleep.

Where I'm From

I am from the land of mosques and mosaics and mausoleums.

The beautiful buildings that tower over me as I walk,

and the statues of long-gone rulers.

From the open-air bazaars with fresh bread crackling under the hands that break it
for people to try,

and stands with every kind of fruit I can think of.

From going out to buy a bag of qurt and coming back with a free piece of halva from
the shopkeeper.

From people dressed in vibrantly coloured clothes
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and headdresses with gold hanging off delicate threads.

I am from the large courtyard in my grandparent’s house,

with birds chirping as the sun comes up.

I am from the sun kissing my face as I step out.

From the dirt, under my nails, as I work in the garden my grandfather spent so long
planting.

I am from touching the soft fur of the snow-white lambs

and chasing the hens back into their pen for the night.

From brushing the leaves off my hair because the wind blew them in.

From helping my grandmother make a pie with cherries from the tree outside,

the Quran filling the air from the small black radio on the counter.

I am from making tea so many times I lose count.

From its smell wafting out of every window, and from cups clinking with their saucers.

I am from sneaking into the flower fields of the hospital near the house

to pick a flower that I've been eyeing for a week

and trying to put it into our garden before the mist in the air turns into cool, wet rain.

I am from trying to figure out how to talk,

when I've spoken English so much that my mother tongue has nearly left me.

And from crying when the Uyghur crisis makes headlines because those are my
people.

I am from reading about the Ottomans, the Persians, and the nomadic Turk tribes,

and realizing that this is who I come from.

I am from Samarkand, something like the jewel of Uzbekistan.

A nation whose roots were made by the resilience of my ancestors

but grown into something so much more -something beautiful- by its people today.
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Sezin Sariakcali
Bio: My name is Sezin. I'm 14 years old. I live in Turkey but I can talk English as my
main language. I like writing cause I feel an urge to share my feelings and my
opinions. This is the best way to show who I am. Things I wrote are my legacy.
Nobody will care until it'll be too late, you should show a symptom.

Frankly

Improvise the story.

Don’t act as if you won’t.

Infatuated with ideas.

I’m the villain,

To ensure a happy ending.

Tend to say a lot less.

I insist somebody die,

Never ask why.

Chained up minds,

That’s how it’ll be.

Natural obsession,

For temptation.

Variation on a theme.

Presume I hate,

For nothing at all.

Not harsher than my words.

Keen on compromising,

If you adore.

I’ve got a head start,

Ruins of the day.
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The crown belongs to her,

Pretend it doesn't bother me.

Hoping to hit her,

Somewhere vital.

Following the hearse,

They’ll know I'm alone.

It is a story,

Middle, to the back to the front.

With a new flesh,

Repeat again.
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Shubhakshi Chauhan
Bio: I am Shubhakshi Chauhan, aged 13 from Bhopal, India. I love doing creative
work - writing poetry & clay modelling. Writing poetry connects me with the nature &
people around.  I wish to travel around the world and share my experience through
literature

A Thousand Questions

A thousand questions in my brain

Even about the blood flowing through my veins

A question about: ’who am I?’

‘What’s my identity?’ & ‘when will I fly?’

A question that I have never asked

From my future and the past

A question that defines me

Asks about when I’ll be free

These questions are just like a game

Dependent on the luck and the name

Name, fame and game

It's all a part

Of a thousand questions that I ask

Musical life

A life is a musical tune

It makes you much stronger and immune

To many situation in life you’ll face

It helps you prepare for a long race.
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A race of life, where it supports

When you lose all your hopes.

It brings up a smile on your beautiful face,

Never look at you or your race.

Music is cheerful, sometimes sad.

Even making you happy or go mad

When you want a new start,

With ignoring all taunting tarts.

Just take out your headphones

And put them in your ears

Play the music loud

And say bye to all your fears.

Dark room

I am scared that someone is there,

Within the darkness in here.

I am changing the side of my bed -

But can’t find where the fear led.

Thank god you are there for me,

Even on my family tree.

In the form of Mom and Dad,

And present in my sibling squad.

You help me find the way-

through the darkest spot.

You light a fire within me

to fight the fear residing in me.

I know everyone has an endless well -
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of the inner darkness and a sun as well

to show the light leading to path

to take refreshing and new day bath

to start with sun and some new positive thoughts

Life without Friends

Life without friends

Is a boredom without end.

you ’ll prefer to go and bend

In front of the Lord, asking

Him to bring this moment to an end.

Life is full of memories from the past

That stay with you even after the last.

Now we say, “Those were the days,”

Then you realise,

you are stuck in a Maze

Full of amazement and glamor.

The fake life won't stay for long .

But friends are the ones who ‘ll stay along .

After, we lie on the grounds

Chew some mints and enjoy the surrounds .

Then you want to see them

That’s how you realise

What’s life without Friends

When you meet tell them

Tell them that they are major part of your life

Without them your life is like,
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You chopping without a Knife.

Where words go smaller

When you didn’t stand

On your expectations.

You didn’t score grand

In your examinations.

Subject can be anything

But the feeling is one.

‘cause reasons are many

But there is hope.

When you have failed twice or thrice

Then there is nothing that can make you feel a little nice

The feeling when you do a test

That feeling can’t be expressed

As words go smaller

And emotions grow taller

Your brains starts crying

You may feel like dying

You can’t guess any word

For that feeling of nerd and coward.
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